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Introduction
On July 28, 1797, Hannah Freeman, an elderly indigent Le-
nape woman, stood before Moses Marshall, Chester County’s 
newly appointed almsman, and delivered a brief account of 
her life; two hundred years later one anthropologist credited 
it as a Native American biography “that predates by nearly one 
hundred years the earliest Native American story now known.”1 
But few historians note her existence as anything more than 
incidental to the larger narrative of Pennsylvania history and 
eighteenth-century indigenous-white relations. However, Hannah 
Freeman’s story plays a critical role in the popular construction 
of Pennsylvania’s past on a regional level and provides a portal 
to examination of the complex dynamics of indigenous-white 
relations in eighteenth-century North America more general-
ly. A careful study of Hannah Freeman gives us an opportuni-
ty to critique the colonialist memorials to her life spent among 
the Quakers but, more important, her life merits attention be-
cause it is a story of Lenape survivance that demonstrates the 
means by which she and other indigenous peoples found new 
ways to live in their historic homelands despite the enormous 
pressures of colonization.2
The story of Hannah Freeman is an imperfect history. The 
paucity of primary documentary evidence and the generational 
layers of oral accounts, family histories, and intentional silences 
make the endeavor of unearthing her story all the more daunt-
ing. The effort is worth it because Hannah Freeman’s experi-
ences as a Native American woman living deeply entrenched 
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in a colonial settler community challenge our understanding 
of Indian-white interactions beyond the borderlands, frontiers, 
and middle grounds that are usually addressed in scholarship. 
Her experiences and the accounts by those who knew her of-
fer an alternate history of a colonial community during a cen-
tury of upheaval and transformation that enveloped all who 
lived through it.
Hannah Freeman’s life story provides a valuable perspective 
on several levels of Pennsylvania, colonial, and women’s histo-
ry. Her role as the “last of her kind” in southeastern Pennsylva-
nia gave regional historians critical proof that indigenous peo-
ples in Pennsylvania vanished with her death.3 This belief held 
sway in the region from a generation after her death to the pres-
ent. The power of this communal memory, the extent to which 
the region’s residents continue to protect, commemorate, and 
preserve that story, begs to be reevaluated since it conceals day-
to-day realities of others like Hannah who refused to abandon 
their homelands and their indigenous identities. The complex-
ities of interdependencies, obligations, and kinshiplike adapta-
tions are made visible in a close study of the intimate exchang-
es between Hannah Freeman and her neighboring Quakers. 
Further, analysis brings to light the ways in which her Quaker 
neighbors, despite their most benevolent and pacifist intentions, 
dispossessed Native peoples of their lands. Subsequently, con-
struction of this founding myth, which lauded William Penn’s 
“peaceable kingdom,” erased Hannah Freeman and the histo-
ries of other Native peoples, who were hiding in plain sight. The 
peaceable kingdom was, after all, a violent place. Today Penn-
sylvania remains one of the few states in the nation lacking a 
federally recognized tribe.
On a broader national scale, a reexamination of Lenape dip-
lomatic strategies from the period that predates William Penn’s 
arrival until Hannah’s lifetime reveals a history of complex and 
initially successful tactics that ultimately failed the larger Lenape 
community in the face of the Quaker colonial regime and the 
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demographics of European colonization. Both the Walking Pur-
chase Treaty (1737) and the Paxton Massacre (1763) stand out 
as violent and coercive exceptions to the mythologized “peace-
able kingdom,” often making their way into historical narra-
tives as tragic anomalies in the colony’s history.4 At first glance 
these violent episodes suggest a less than peaceful indigenous-
white experience in colonial Pennsylvania, but most often they 
are explained away as dark stains on an otherwise pacific past 
of Native-white relations. Both occurred in Hannah’s lifetime 
and played some part in her personal life as well as in the des-
tiny of her people. The experiences of Hannah and her fami-
ly in the largely Quaker community in which they resided shed 
new light on the problematic nature of even the most benevo-
lently intentioned colonial systems.
Hannah’s story ultimately broadens our understanding of the 
gendered experience of Native Americans in colonial Pennsyl-
vania and offers testimony of the economic transformation of 
women’s labor in southeastern Pennsylvania that initiated the 
exclusion of marginalized female populations (single women, 
Native women, and free black women). Colonial institutions 
and ideologies eroded traditional indigenous economic and so-
cial assets, even though this was not expressly a goal of the co-
lonial mercantilist system. When placed within the context of 
this larger economic landscape, Hannah’s experience testifies 
to the persistence of traditional matrilineal networks that re-
mained invisible to the dominant settler society.
Hannah Freeman’s story is a history burdened with paradox-
es. Peace reigned between Hannah Freeman and her Quaker 
neighbors as the violent events of the eighteenth century en-
gulfed the region: the French and Indian War, the Paxton Mas-
sacre, and American Revolution. Hannah and her neighbors 
remained uniquely separate in their cultural histories, tradi-
tions, and practices but at the same time had much in com-
mon. They farmed, worked, and had families side by side. They 
healed sickness, shared loss, and buried their dead in ways that 
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created mutual empathy, facilitating Hannah Freeman’s life-
time residence in the Brandywine River valley. Quakers fre-
quently opened their fields and farmlands to seasonal Lenape 
occupation and allowed loose access to resources traditional-
ly fenced and defined by fee simple deeds. Yet Hannah and the 
Lenapes understood their community and land as more mal-
leable and timeless than the Quaker settlers, who maintained a 
more fixed and temporal understanding of property and soci-
ety. Although these conflicting perceptions eventually led to the 
Lenapes’ permanent dispossession, they also inspired Hannah 
Freeman’s tenacious claims to her homeland. Perhaps the most 
difficult paradox this research considers is the concurrent story 
of disappearance and survival, a paradox that is not unique to 
Hannah Freeman’s experience in eighteenth-century Pennsyl-
vania but can be found in the histories of small towns and agri-
cultural counties throughout the United States.5
The greatest challenge to illuminating Hannah Freeman’s 
story is the silence of the historical record. Regional scholars 
dismiss Hannah Freeman’s story as more myth than history, 
hardly deserving of their attention. Hannah is regarded as a 
colorful character to be pitied rather than a unique and com-
plicated “voice” in the historical narrative. This book challeng-
es such assumptions about Hannah Freeman’s story not only 
by paying closer attention to the details of her day-to-day exis-
tence but by examining how her Quaker neighbors and the co-
lonial government responded to her persistent presence on a 
landscape they increasingly claimed as their own. Further, this 
story moves Native American women’s history away from a nar-
rative of loss and victimization toward a framework of resistance 
and adaptation. What was the impact of western European eco-
nomic systems on women’s roles in Native societies, particularly 
in Hannah Freeman’s case? Many authors argue that the intro-
duction of market capitalism into Native North America altered 
economic roles through a loss of power. It is an assimilationist 
argument that subtly suggests inevitability. In this perspective, 
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Hannah Freeman emerges as a tragic figure, overwhelmed by 
the mercantilist system introduced by European colonists. Re-
cent studies of indigenous women in North America suggest 
they adapted gender-defined economic activities and subsistence 
strategies in response to the changes ushered in by colonial sys-
tems not out of desperation but in order to take full advantage 
of the new market economy. This did not lead to a loss of pow-
er but instead cultivated the necessary support for a continued 
independent and productive place in these newly formed soci-
eties, sustained by traditional kinship structures and resourc-
es.6 Considered within this framework, Hannah Freeman’s sto-
ry emerges as a story of resilience and continuity.
Three books deserve mention because they are instrumental 
in how I understand my work and professional obligations as a 
historian of Native American and indigenous history. The first, 
Laurel Thatcher Ulrich’s Midwife’s Tale: The Life of Martha Bal-
lard, Based on Her Diary, 1785–1812, taught me the importance 
and meaning of the stories of ordinary women. What some see 
as the mundane and insignificant can be crucial, in the right 
hands, in understanding our history. The second, Silencing the 
Past: The Power and Production of History by Michel-Rolph Trouil-
lot, galvanized my commitment to problematize Pennsylvania’s 
“peaceable kingdom” and try to give Hannah Freeman and the 
Lenape people a more nuanced voice in that narrative. Finally, 
Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples by Lin-
da Tuhiwai Smith laid the foundation for my own professional 
research ethics and obligations in relation to my work with Na-
tive American and indigenous communities.
This story attempts to write the silences of Hannah Freeman’s 
life and present an intimate portrait of an indigenous woman, 
the importance of the cultural legacy she inherited from her peo-
ple, and the vital role that legacy played in the choices she made 
when faced by the changes introduced by one brand of English 
colonialism. Why did the Quakers allow Hannah Freeman and 
other Native Americans to stay on their lands when vigilante 
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attacks and war made it difficult for them to do so? Hannah Free-
man never converted to Quakerism, nor is there evidence that 
her neighbors tried to convert her. Why not? Quakers’ mission-
ary effort to “civilize” American Indians was a keystone of their 
institutional programs. And why, above all else, was it impor-
tant for the residents of Chester County to claim that Hannah 
Freeman was the “last of her kind”? Perhaps a better question 
is: Why is this idea still important in the twenty-first century?
This is an easier story to ignore than it is to investigate and 
make sense of, but in the absence of direct evidence the histo-
rian is left with a choice. Too often the choice leaves the histo-
ries of women like Hannah Freeman untold and silenced. In 
the absence of sufficient documentary evidence, Hannah’s sto-
ry depends largely on the contextual events happening around 
her, the memories of those who knew her, and the “needles in 
a haystack” found in a broad array of colonial sources. If we 
are to understand anything about her life and the lives of In-
dian peoples living in Pennsylvania, particularly Indian wom-
en living in colonial Pennsylvania, then we must allow her sto-
ry utterance and center it in the larger colonial and national 
narrative. No matter how distant or elevated in their political 
importance, these events pulled Hannah Freeman into a vortex 
of disruption and loss that touched her life on the most person-
al level. This study challenges the reader to consider a more ho-
listic view of the indigenous experience and consider the Indi-
an peoples who stopped fighting and stayed behind the highly 
contested lines and borders of “civilization.” Their experiences 
are an understudied aspect of Native American history and de-
serve our fullest attention in order to lift them out of the shad-
ows of myth and legend and into plain sight.
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ch apter one
The Examination of Hannah Freeman
The appearance of Hannah Freeman, an elderly Lenape wom-
an, standing on the West Chester courthouse steps on July 28, 
1797, must have seemed a strange sight to those who took no-
tice that day. At the end of the eighteenth century, eastern Penn-
sylvanians were far removed from the violent borders of Indian 
country in western Ohio. The great diaspora of Lenape commu-
nities who had called southeastern Pennsylvania home was not 
more than a half century in the past. Most residents believed 
that Pennsylvania’s Indian population was long gone, and the 
sight of one old Lenape woman, if noticed at all, would provoke 
no more than a passing curiosity in those who saw her. But may-
be some did take notice. Her dress was not unlike that of her 
neighbors, but there was no mistaking her indigenous identity. 
One neighbor described the elderly Hannah as a tall, lean wom-
an with remarkable features that caused those who knew her to 
consider her a formidable personality.1 Her copper-colored skin 
and white hair coupled with her stature and comportment may 
have caused a few heads to turn that hot summer day. Hannah 
was a Lenape woman and Pennsylvanians recalled her people 
as a remarkably graceful people of few words.
It is likely some townspeople recognized “Indian Hannah” 
and knew her as a neighbor and friend. She had spent her almost 
whole life in Chester County, and her life story wove through 
the memories and recollections of many of Chester County’s 
most illustrious families, including the Marshalls, Barnards, 
Brintons, and Harlans. In recent decades Hannah had worked 
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1. Hannah Freeman memorial marker, 1909. (Author’s collection)
for many of the local farm families, spinning flax and mak-
ing baskets and brooms. When their children were sick local 
farmers sought Hannah’s indigenous medical knowledge rath-
er than consult the local physician. Her closest neighbors en-
trusted the care of their children to Hannah, and these same 
neighborhood children were probably frequent visitors to her 
cabin in the woods. Sometimes they came on errands for their 
parents, bringing supplies to Hannah in her later years. Han-
nah Baldwin fondly remembered the nickname the old Lenape 
woman had bestowed upon her, Betsy My-Eye, because the lit-
tle girl had one blue eye and one brown one, just like Han-
nah. She also had a sense of humor, reportedly laughing when 
a friend showed her a machine-stitched broom, which she un-
doubtedly deemed inferior to her own handcrafted brooms. 
Many of Hannah’s neighbors remembered the elderly woman 
as a welcome guest in their homes. She would spend days work-
ing beside with her Quaker sisters whom, like Hannah, farm 
ers hired for seasonal work. But at the end of the day, unlike 
most other women, Hannah preferred to sit in the warmth of
Buy the Book
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the open stone hearth and smoke her pipe. It was a familiar 
and comforting memory cherished by the families who knew 
Hannah Freeman.2
Possibly Hannah Freeman reminded some townspeople of 
other, similarly named native residents who appear like shad-
ows in local recollections: “Indian Betty,” “Indian Pete,” and “In-
dian Mary.” Their irregular appearances at markets or along 
the country roads walking door-to-door peddling baskets and 
brooms grew less frequent as the century drew to an end. Han-
nah may have caused passersby to wonder where those few na-
tive neighbors were, what had become of them. They may have 
remembered the young Lenape boys who occasionally put on 
public displays of their hunting skills by accepting dares to shoot 
targets and who most often bested their colonial challengers. 
Perhaps they recalled the small parties of Lenape women who 
gathered seasonally to collect plants for baskets, mats, and med-
icines at traditional locations used for generations. Perchance 
some recalled the occasional Lenape men seeking wages or trade 
for work in their fields or Lenape women who came to work 
spinning flax alongside their Quaker sisters. It is hard to imag-
ine any resident living in Chester County in 1797 who did not 
have some memory, personal or otherwise, of the Lenape peo-
ple, who had lived in, worked in, and shared ownership of the 
place now called Pennsylvania. Hannah was a living reminder 
of another time, but not the present. For Chester County’s res-
idents the Lenape were a “vanishing race,” and Hannah’s nov-
el appearance in town that day only reaffirmed their assump-
tions about former Indian neighbors.
Chester County’s residents, like most citizens of the new Unit-
ed States, were enjoying the opportunities and bearing the un-
certainties of a new nation in the last decade of the eighteenth 
century. In 1797 John Adams was the newly inaugurated pres-
ident serving alongside vice president Thomas Jefferson: two 
men representing two political factions with very different vi-
sions of the nation’s future. Political and economic leaders strug-
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gled to effect a balance between regulated growth and pros-
perity and the endless opportunities for economic exploitation 
and instability. The new nation had abundant resources and a 
youthful population ready to exploit those prospects. But the 
United States was also struggling to find compromise and com-
mon ideals among its diverse population. International affairs 
demanded that citizens of the new Republic take sides as Eng-
land and France stood once again on the precipice of interna-
tional warfare. Slavery was an issue that necessitated personal, 
local, and regional public commitment in support or opposi-
tion. Pennsylvania was the birthplace of the abolitionist move-
ment, largely due to the Quakers’ early stand against slavery. 
In 1787 the newly reorganized Pennsylvania Abolition Society, 
led by Benjamin Franklin, continued its consciousness-raising 
efforts and legal battles against slavery. Despite these efforts 
many farmers in Chester County continued to own slaves, and 
most likely Hannah crossed paths with her unfree neighbors 
as she traveled across the county attending to her daily work.3
Hannah saw many changes in the course of her life, but none 
was more transformative than the rapidly changing demograph-
ics of the region. In the census of 1790 nearly all of the 3.9 
million Americans enumerated lived near the Atlantic coast. 
Hannah’s homeland experienced the disruption created by the 
cosmopolitan efflorescence of Philadelphia, the largest Ameri-
can city at the end of the eighteenth century. In the aftermath 
of the Revolutionary War, the United States more than dou-
bled its physical size, but the majority of those new lands were 
on the other side of the Appalachian Mountains, unsettled and 
in Indian possession. Hannah’s kinsmen traveled from west-
ern Pennsylvania and Ohio to Philadelphia, regularly passing 
through their ancient homeland. Hannah probably heard their 
stories and wondered at one time or another if her family had 
made the right decision in staying behind. Delaware leaders in 
the western territories struggled to maintain old alliances with 
their ancient friends in Philadelphia, but other Indian alliances 
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with the British divided Hannah’s people.4 British soldiers con-
tinued to maintain forts west of the Appalachians, and many 
feared that Spain might close the port of New Orleans on the 
Mississippi River to American commerce. Domestic transporta-
tion and communication remained primitive, unreliable, and 
undeveloped, especially in the backcountry, where many of the 
great resources remained untapped. The American population 
was a rapidly increasing diverse population spread over an ex-
pansive terrain. The key to the nation’s success rested not only 
in the management and governance of the settled areas but in 
acquiring and settling the new lands to the west, largely held 
by the Delawares and other indigenous nations who rightfully 
resisted American encroachment.5
Hannah Freeman was not a citizen of this new nation. Amer-
ican Indian peoples living in the territorial boundaries of the 
new United States were not included in the visionary objectives 
of the new American Constitution. “We the people” was an ex-
clusive ideal that barred Hannah Freeman and other native 
peoples from the protections and privileges of the “empire of 
liberty.” Native peoples were not citizens, and they were not di-
rectly represented in the government. They held a unique but 
inconstant status within the American political system. The leg-
acy of the treaty negotiations inherited from western Europe-
an nations recognized Indian tribes as sovereign nations with 
rights of occupation but made no effort to clarify the political 
or legal identity of individual Indian peoples within the Unit-
ed States. Their place and future within the new nation was 
another issue that divided the citizenry. Most agreed that Na-
tive nations should not continue to control the new territories 
in the West because they were unqualified, incapable of mak-
ing the best use of nature’s bounty. Most also agreed that the 
reason they did not have the right to enjoy their ancient home-
lands was because they were not “civilized enough.” Some, like 
Thomas Jefferson, believed that the eventual civilization of the 
American Indian peoples was possible, but expediency demand-
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ed that those more altruistic efforts would have to take a back-
seat to the more immediate demand of expansion and econom-
ic growth. Others saw the Indian peoples as unredeemable, 
believing that their conquest and eventual elimination by any 
means necessary was the only solution to their “savagery.” No 
matter what Americans perceived as the solution to their “In-
dian problem,” most shared an essential objective: control and 
settlement of Indian lands. Pennsylvania’s citizens shared these 
sentiments. From their point of view, Hannah Freeman was an 
object of pity, a relic, and a curiosity. She was the living embodi-
ment of the destiny awaiting those native peoples who refused 
to accept the inevitable wave of “progress” that swept her peo-
ple to a distant and tragic end (or so they thought). For Penn-
sylvanians, Hannah Freeman was the “last of her kind.”6
Pennsylvanians claimed a unique solution to the Indian prob-
lem rooted in its colonial founding. William Penn, the Quak-
er founder of the colony, early on established an Indian policy 
based on the religious principals of the Society of Friends. Penn 
and his Quaker followers were committed to establishing a col-
ony based on religious tolerance, democratic principles, and a 
strict code of personal morality that denounced violence and 
advocated the innate quality of all human beings. As a pacifist, 
Penn sought to avoid the bloodshed experienced throughout 
the Atlantic seaboard as European settlers laid claim to lands 
that were not their own. Penn’s method was to purchase lands 
from the leaders of indigenous settlements and then resell them 
to European settlers. While Penn’s personal commitment to a 
peaceful acquisition of Indian lands in Pennsylvania was unique 
relative to other colonial policies, the objective was the same: 
dispossession. Penn acknowledged the innate equality of all 
humans on a spiritual level, but he undoubtedly believed that 
the Indians were less civilized than his fellow English settlers. 
Penn’s political legacy was short lived; not long after his death 
in 1718, his heirs began to abandon the “holy experiment” for 
the more lucrative objectives of wealth and expansion.7
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The legacy of William Penn’s self-proclaimed benevolent co-
lonialism led to both the legal and illegal acquisition of all Le-
nape lands in southeastern Pennsylvania by the time of Han-
nah’s birth. Despite Penn’s personal promise to the Brandywine 
Lenape that their land claims along the river would be honored 
as long as they continued to reside there, his followers contin-
ued to parcel and plot lands still occupied by the Lenape peo-
ples. By the 1750s Quaker pacifism and political leadership lost 
favor in Pennsylvania. Quakers would never again wield any ma-
jor political power in the colony, but their legacy of pacifism 
and their reputation as mediators provided them a new oppor-
tunity to remain politically active and influential in Pennsylva-
nia. In 1795, as Hannah became more and more dependent on 
the kindness of her neighbors, the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting 
(the central organizational body of Pennsylvania’s Quaker con-
stituency) established the Committee for the Improvement and 
Civilization of the Indian Nations. The Society of Friends re-
claimed some of its former political authority and carved out 
its place in the new American Republic. During the war-torn 
years of the French and Indian War and the subsequent Amer-
ican Revolution, Quaker pacifism created a shadow of doubt 
regarding the loyalties of Penn’s founding families. Their re-
newed commitment to public service inspired a new trajecto-
ry for their organization as Quaker leadership offered to serve 
the colony and later the new nation as mediators in treaty ne-
gotiations and agents of civilization through their missionary 
efforts. As the eighteenth century came to a close, Pennsylva-
nia’s citizens, both Quaker and otherwise, offered their solu-
tions to the Indian problem and celebrated the legacy of Wil-
liam Penn’s “holy experiment.” Hannah was invisible to local 
Quakers, who cast their eyes further west when they offered 
their solutions to the “Indian problem.” Hannah’s continued 
occupation of her lands along the Brandywine was little more 
than an inconvenience to those who knew her and understood 
the implications of her claims.8
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Hannah Freeman’s health began to decline in the 1790s. In 
Native tradition, an aging Lenape woman was a revered and re-
spected member of her community. She could rely on her ex-
tended kin to provide the necessities she was unable to provide 
for herself. She would have been sought out as a teacher to the 
young women in the community and as an advisor to her kin. 
She would have been regarded as a culture keeper for her peo-
ple and most likely would have taught ceremonial responsibil-
ities to the younger generation. Her knowledge of medicine 
and plants would have made her an especially esteemed mem-
ber of the community, and probably she would have had sever-
al young apprentices. But Hannah was far removed from those 
customs and the community that would have recognized her 
importance. Now she was largely surrounded by a very different 
social network, which most likely perceived her as something 
quite different from a wisdom keeper. To her neighbors Han-
nah was a destitute, sick Indian woman who deserved sympa-
thy and kindness. But she was arrogant in her land claims and 
foolish in her refusal to abandon her cabin. Eventually she be-
came an obligation they sought to be rid of.9
There were many neighbors who were involved in one way or 
another with Hannah’s final years in both an official and person-
al capacity, but there were several families who played an espe-
cially significant part, among these the Barnards. Richard Bar-
nard was a familiar face to Hannah Freeman. As one of the first 
families of Chester County, Barnard was a well-known figure in 
this tight-knit Quaker community. He owned property in sever-
al townships, including Newlin, where Hannah kept her home. 
He owned extensive and very productive farmland and was an 
industrious and generous man. Quakers in Chester County still 
recall a story about Barnard’s deep commitment to his faith. He 
had an ongoing dispute with a neighbor, Isaac Baily, a less “de-
voted” Friend, over access to water from a creek that bordered 
their properties. After multiple attempts to resolve the dispute 
fairly had failed, Barnard settled into a brief despair regarding 
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the conflict. He sought solace in his faith, following an inner 
light that directed him to go to his neighbor and wash his feet. 
It is said that Barnard’s act of humble contrition so moved Isaac 
Baily that he immediately took a shovel to the disputed dam in 
the waterway. The two were devoted friends from then on. Bar-
nard was also a leader among his neighbors, donating his own 
property and labor to building a local schoolhouse that also 
functioned as a meeting place for the newly forming Marlbor-
ough Meeting. Richard Barnard was an exemplary member of 
the local community, and his generosity extended to Hannah 
Freeman. As early as 1775 Barnard recorded his deliveries of 
apples and hay to Hannah’s house. Occasionally he sent other 
farmhands to deliver milled grain or cider water for her person-
al use. When Hannah went for seasonal work on other neigh-
boring farms, it was Richard Barnard who picked her up and 
delivered her where she was needed. Richard Barnard’s good 
neighborliness was obviously motivated by his religious beliefs, 
but his ties to Hannah ran much deeper.10
Barnard, like many of her benefactors, lived on land that 
Hannah claimed and occupied as a Lenape woman. She un-
derstood that land to be hers according to a treaty the Brandy-
wine Lenapes had signed with William Penn at the beginning 
of the eighteenth century. Hannah, her family, and her kin lived 
on those lands according to their customs of land tenure. Nev-
ertheless, the Lenape lands lying along the Brandywine Riv-
er were surveyed and sold, occupied and used, taxed and in-
herited by multiple generations of Quaker settlers who chose 
to ignore the Brandywine Lenapes’ land claims. The extend-
ed families of the Barnards, Marshalls, Harlans, and Brintons, 
like so many of their neighbors, silenced Lenape land claims 
not through warfare, not through forced removal, but by sheer 
will of their own convictions.11 Quakers, like most citizens of 
the new Republic, believed in the superiority of Western civi-
lization and the inevitable demise of Indian civilizations. The 
destiny of the Lenape people was writ large by William Penn’s 
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benevolent brand of colonialism. His kindness and generosi-
ty, his offer of brotherhood and peace to Pennsylvania’s Indi-
an peoples enabled the Quakers who lived on Hannah’s ances-
tral homelands to justify their own actions.12 For those families 
and those local community members, Hannah Freeman was 
not just one old, sick Indian woman: she was the last reminder, 
the last placeholder for the Brandywine Lenape peoples. The 
final years of Hannah’s life in Chester County were destined to 
stand as a testimony to William Penn’s peaceable kingdom and 
his benevolent colonialism. For local historians, Hannah Free-
man’s life exonerated William Penn, his heirs, his colony, and 
the Society of Friends for their role in dispossessing the Dela-
ware peoples of their homelands. Hannah Freeman never will-
ingly left her lands. Throughout the 1790s, Richard Barnard 
and many others came forward to look after her, but by the end 
of the decade, as her health declined, her benefactors took steps 
to break their personal ties to Hannah Freeman and finally se-
cure their claims to the former Lenape lands.
Hannah Freeman’s appearance at the Chester County court-
house on July 28, 1797, was not voluntary. Moses Marshall, Ches-
ter County’s justice of the peace, officially summoned her to ap-
pear at the court.13 Marshall was another highly regarded Chester 
County resident. In 1797 he held multiple roles in the commu-
nity besides justice of the peace: doctor, businessman, yeoman, 
and an exemplary member of the Society of Friends. Marshall 
had trained as a physician in Wilmington, Delaware, and served 
a unique internship as a medic for local regiments during the 
American Revolution, caring for the wounded at the battle of 
Brandywine in 1777. After the war, Marshall’s interest in medi-
cine seemed to wane as he pursued other occupations, though 
he was called “Dr. Marshall” all of his life. For some years af-
ter the revolution, he served as secretary to his uncle Humphry 
Marshall, a local botanist of some repute. In this capacity Mo-
ses Marshall traveled with his uncle collecting plant specimens 
and handling the business end of their horticultural venture. 
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His travels took him close to the combustible border of the co-
lonial backcountry, from which most Chester County residents 
were insulated. Moses helped his uncle plant, harvest, and cat-
alogue a wide variety of North American plant, shrub, and tree 
specimens. His entrepreneurial acumen served him well as he 
and his uncle developed a brisk business for the exportation of 
plants to American and European clients including Benjamin 
Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and famous British physician John 
Fothergill. Moses Marshall and his uncle Humphry lived togeth-
er in West Bradford Township until his uncle’s death in 1801.14
The lands Moses Marshall inherited from his uncle were part 
of the original lands that William Penn had sold to his grand-
father Abraham Marshall in 1713. As the Marshall family ex-
panded and thrived on the fertile floodplains of the Brandy-
wine River, Hannah’s people and their presence diminished. 
The English settlers built dams to harness power for lumber 
and grain mills, plowed and fenced fields, and raised cattle 
and pigs. The more they developed the area, the more they un-
dermined the ability of Hannah’s people to live on the land. 
Moses Marshall in particular benefited from this family lega-
cy, inheriting large tracts of land, the original Marshall home-
stead, a gristmill, and a sawmill. He leased some of the land 
to tenant farmers, and as evidenced by his account books did 
a brisk business at both mills. The Marshall family made such 
a huge footprint in West Bradford Township that the area was 
known as Marshalltown until after the Civil War. The majority 
of the Brandywine Lenapes reluctantly abandoned their ances-
tral home along the river because Chester County settlers re-
fused to honor the terms of William Penn’s treaty with local Le-
nape bands.15 Some Lenape families, however, like Hannah’s, 
chose to stay, and the newer local residents had little option ex-
cept to accommodate the original owners. The pacifist Quak-
ers could not physically raise arms against their persistent Le-
nape neighbors, and they had failed to legally evict them from 
their lands. The Marshall family and their Quaker neighbors 
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lived on contested lands, whether they openly acknowledged it 
or not. Throughout her lifetime Hannah, her extended fami-
ly, and others like her remained as living reminders of betrayal. 
When Moses Marshall and Hannah Freeman met at the court-
house on July 28, 1797, they were not strangers. They shared a 
long history, and Hannah’s final years were of great importance 
to all her Quaker neighbors.
On that summer day in 1797, Hannah Freeman found her-
self in strange and unfamiliar surroundings. Earlier in the day 
a Quaker neighbor, most likely Richard Barnard, arrived to take 
her to West Chester, the county seat. Barnard’s appearance was 
no surprise. In recent years he and other neighbors had under-
taken responsibility for Hannah’s care. They delivered her from 
one neighbor’s house to another, where she received room and 
board for weeks at a time. She suffered from rheumatoid ar-
thritis that left her unable to walk long distances or to mount 
her horse to travel throughout the region, as had been her life-
long custom. Her Quaker neighbors, compelled by their spiri-
tual tenets and perhaps by their consciousness of guilt, provid-
ed Hannah with the necessities of her daily life. Her health had 
failed so rapidly in recent years that her neighbors and bene-
factors scattered along the Brandywine River were compelled 
more than ever to provide care for their old Lenape neighbor. 
On this warm, muggy morning in late July, Hannah, with Bar-
nard’s help, climbed onto a horse-drawn sulky that carried her 
to a meeting of grave importance.
The journey from Newlin Township to West Chester took Han-
nah and her driver through an intimately familiar landscape 
that she called home. But much that rolled out before her view 
that day must have appeared greatly altered since her younger 
days. As the surrey bumped along the dusty, rutted roads she 
probably noticed new fences, farms, and dirt roads that dissect-
ed and divided her ancient homeland. The trip to West Chester 
probably took several hours, and to an elderly, arthritic woman, 
it would have seemed much longer. Her journey took her across 
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the Brandywine River, the living core of the land her kin and 
community had held for centuries. We cannot know what Han-
nah Freeman thought or felt as she passed over the Wawasan 
that summer day, but we can begin to understand the scene that 
unraveled when Hannah arrived at her destination.16
At the end of the eighteenth century West Chester was little 
more than a crossroads in rural Chester County, known most-
ly as the location of the Turks Head Tavern. Hannah Freeman 
had little reason to be familiar with West Chester in 1797. It was 
not a major center of commerce and it was only in the nascent 
stages of becoming the county’s political hub. The Turks Head 
Tavern was situated on a ridge between the Brandywine River 
and the more easterly Chester Creek. It had taken on limited 
significance with the development of the east-west Philadelphia 
Pike, laid out in 1735, and the north-south Wilmington Road. 
Both roads connected Philadelphia and the Delaware Bay to 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania’s backcountry center of commerce. But 
until the 1780s the intersection offered travelers, traders, Indi-
ans, and soldiers nothing more than a tavern, a blacksmith, and 
local wares sold by peddlers and farmers. It was a rough-hewn 
beginning for a town described in 2001 as “one of the world’s 
most perfect small towns.”17 Nineteenth-century regional his-
torians J. Smith Futhey and Gilbert Cope complained that the 
town was laid out “with utter disregard of symmetry” relative 
to the better conceived and planned Philadelphia twenty-four 
miles to the east.18
Just a few short years before Hannah Freeman journeyed to 
West Chester in 1797, growth and prosperity had placed new 
demands on this backwater community. During the second half 
of the eighteenth century, Chester County ranked as the third-
wealthiest county in Pennsylvania, behind Philadelphia and Lan-
caster, due largely to its agricultural productivity. Most of the 
county’s commerce was directed toward Philadelphia to the east, 
but its political and legal business lay to the southernmost edge 
of the county in Chester. Therefore, prosperous Chester County 
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residents took steps to relocate the county seat to a more central 
location and, after some minor but colorful protests, succeed-
ed. In 1784 the Pennsylvania legislature legitimized this move, 
allowing county residents to initiate changes that injected the 
necessary commercial fuel into the local economy.
The first order of business was the identification and nam-
ing of the physical boundaries of the new community. These ac-
tions alone, whether one recognized them as legitimate or not, 
had the effect of erasing prior claims to the land in the new Re-
public. Renaming, drawing boundary lines, and mapping rivers, 
towns, and other landscape features enabled the new settlers to 
efface the region’s ancient indigenous identity and begin the 
construction of a wholly new one. West Chester, an unimagina-
tive choice for the new county seat, solidified its elevated role by 
claiming continuity with the previous seat of political authority 
in Chester at the same time as it obscured its less dignified or-
igins as nothing more than the site of a colorfully named tav-
ern for wayfarers. The town, the county, and the river and its 
tributaries bore no resemblance or connections to its centuries-
old Lenape heritage. The only evidence of the previous legacy 
rested in the memories of local residents, the remnants of some 
structures, and the persistent Native residents who never left.
Richard Barnard delivered Hannah to the recently complet-
ed courthouse situated near the northwest corner of High Street 
(north-south route) and Gay Street (east-west route). As she care-
fully stepped down onto the dirt road, she was naturally com-
pelled to look at her surroundings. In the thirteen short years 
since its elevation to county seat, the town showed evidence of 
its rapid transformation from a dusty backwater. In her imme-
diate view was the county courthouse, built in 1786, her desti-
nation that day. The hurriedly constructed, clapboard-covered 
two-story building was described by one town founder as “shab-
by.” Nevertheless, it was the tallest structure in town and the 
weathervane-topped cupola must have drawn Hannah’s atten-
tion. As she looked up and down the streets, the panorama in-
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cluded no fewer than four new hotels built to serve the business-
es and visitors drawn to the county seat. Looking south from the 
town center, she may have passed the small houses under con-
struction on lots recently parceled from the old Hoopes farm. 
On any given day one could have heard the pounding of nails 
and smelled the fresh lumber brought in from the surrounding 
sawmills. West Chester was ready to enter the nineteenth cen-
tury, showing all the signs of economic prosperity and growth 
that Pennsylvania’s Quaker founder William Penn had imag-
ined for his colony. For Hannah Freeman the town, the con-
struction, and the hustle-bustle of the county seat probably rep-
resented something very different.19
Hannah Freeman appeared before Moses Marshall not as a 
neighbor but in response to an official summons to determine 
her future status as a pauper in Chester County. Marshall had 
a dual role that day. He was the acting justice of the peace and 
also the overseer of the poor for a district that included East Fal-
lowfield, Pennsbury, East Bradford, and West Bradford town-
ships and most important Newlin Township, the site of Hannah’s 
home. Marshall’s official responsibility was to assess Hannah’s 
legal residency and determine which township was financially 
responsible for her care. Chester County was on the verge of a 
transition to a more institutionalized form of care for the poor, 
and Hannah Freeman was among those who stood to “benefit” 
from this modernization. Despite his lifelong familiarity with 
Hannah and his family’s full awareness of the generations-old 
land dispute, Moses Marshall summoned his full authority as 
overseer of the poor and justice of the peace as he asked Han-
nah Freeman to prove her residency in Newlin Township. We 
cannot know how this interview appeared to Hannah that day. 
Did Richard Barnard or Moses Marshall explain the meaning 
of the proceedings to her? Did Hannah question their unusual 
behavior or demand an explanation? More than one neighbor 
described Hannah as a strong-willed woman, almost arrogant 
in her demeanor. Did she stand tall that day, look Marshall in 
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the eye, and demand an explanation for all his questions? Or 
did she resist his questions with silences? We cannot know. But 
we do know that Moses Marshall, pen in hand, proceeded to 
record a brief history of Hannah Freeman’s life in the region 
based on her testimony. His objective was to establish and date 
her residence and pattern of work. Hannah’s objective was to 
remember her life, her family, her work, and her land.
Hannah, a tall, lean Lenape woman, stood before Marshall 
and remembered that “she was born in a cabin on William 
Webb’s place.” She named the places she had lived, where she 
had worked, and what she was paid. The interview, whether it 
proceeded as a series of questions or as a request that she tell 
her own story, would have evoked some curiosity and doubt on 
her part. Hannah grew up in the Brandywine Lenapes’ oral 
tradition, in which a family history was a living thing of great 
value. She understood the importance of the written word and 
understood she was “going on the record.” The narrative Mar-
shall recorded shows a tension between what he valued and 
needed to record and what Hannah Freeman valued and chose 
to remember. 
This tension is particularly evident when Hannah explains 
why she did not continue to stay with her closest living relative 
Nanny, even after the deaths of her grandmother and moth-
er. As Hannah explains, “she then went to her Aunt Nanny at 
Concord but having forgot to talk Indian and not liking their 
manner of living so well as white peoples she came to Kennett & 
lived at Wm Webbs.” Taken at face value, her statement suggests 
that Hannah had strong feelings about remaining close to her 
own home near the Brandywine River and maintaining her in-
dependence, the very issue that was being called into question 
at the deposition that day.
But what other interpretations does this statement suggest? 
Marshall’s objective is to create a record that validates her res-
idency, but it is complicated by the fact that she is not just any 
resident in the county. Legally, she is a nonperson, not a citizen 
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or a taxpayer. Chester County’s residents offered no legal place 
for Indians living in their county. Marshall might simply have in-
terpreted her statement as some proof of her assimilation into 
white culture, the foundation of late nineteenth-century Quak-
er missionary ideology, thus deserving of their benevolence. It 
is what he needed to know and her statement proved useful to 
fulfilling his task as the justice of the peace. For Marshall it was 
all about residency, corroborating dates, and employment re-
cord. Those were the details he legally needed to demonstrate 
her dependency and assign financial responsibility to taxpayers. 
We cannot leave her statement without making some effort to 
retrieve Hannah’s voice in the passage, whether or not the words 
were of her own choosing. Again, simply stated: she did not want 
to live with her elderly aunt in Concord. Hannah claims she al-
most “forgot to talk Indian,” which is plausible considering that 
she interacted on a daily basis with non-Delaware speakers and 
as she grew older the opportunities to interact with other Del-
awares were nearly absent. But her claims to language attrition 
might also indicate that she understood exactly what Marshall 
needed to know. Language, perhaps more than any other fac-
tor, provides the most dynamic and personal link to one’s cul-
ture. It is hard to imagine that Hannah forgot the language of 
her prayers, ceremonies, and songs—the very living link to her 
people and her place in the Brandywine valley. She was facing 
Marshall in an unusual circumstance. The more he could as-
sociate her with white culture and the more she could distance 
herself from the Delaware “way of living,” the better her chance 
of success. For Marshall her identity as a Lenape woman was 
tethered to external factors he recognized: how she dressed, 
spoke, and interacted in the community. What he did not un-
derstand was that Hannah’s identity as a Lenape woman was 
situated in her heart and mind. It is that identity she consistent-
ly expressed all her life.
Hannah’s narrative is interjected with memories of her moth-
er, father, and extended family. She recalled personal loss—“her 
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Granny died about the Schuylkill, her Aunt Betty at Middleton 
and her mother at Centre”—as well as the violence and uncer-
tainty in her life when “the Indians were not allowed to plant 
corn anymore” and the critical point when “her father went to 
Shamokin and never returned.”20 Marshall undoubtedly edited 
Hannah’s responses and prompted her with questions in order 
to create the linear, formulaic narrative required for this offi-
cial process. He wrote the transcription in ink, but the docu-
ment shows how he broke off, restarted, scored through some 
words he had written and added others as her testimony contin-
ued. Marshall omitted much that Hannah Freeman told him, 
but the official “Examination of Indian Hannah” ultimately ful-
filled the county’s needs by proving that she was a resident of 
Newlin Township. Poor taxes paid by Newlin’s property owners 
would underwrite the expense of Hannah’s care.
It is unlikely that Hannah Freeman fully understood the im-
portance of her deposition that day, but we can be certain that 
Moses Marshall did. Chester County, like many regional gov-
ernments of the new Republic, was transitioning to a more ec-
onomically efficient way of handling the burgeoning numbers 
of the poor and homeless in the rural and urban communities 
of the former thirteen colonies. Demographic growth and post-
war recovery in Chester County placed new demands on the 
older system of charity, which relied heavily on outrelief, that 
is, assistance given to people living outside institutions. Public 
assistance came in the form of cash payments, food, housing, 
medical care, and a myriad of other provisions. As early as 1718 
Chester County passed laws that attempted to regulate charity 
for the poor and provide accounting of their outrelief to local 
taxpayers. Along with the power to levy an adequate poor tax 
on the residents, the overseers arbitrated disputes regarding 
the legal residence of the paupers. Overseers investigated cases 
between townships when paupers’ claims to residency were re-
jected. When named townships refused responsibility for indi-
vidual claims, the county’s Court of Quarter Sessions made the 
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final determination. Paupers who qualified for outrelief were 
required by law to wear on the right shoulder of their clothing 
the letter P and the first letter of their township name, cut from 
red or blue cloth, in “an open and visible manner.” Any person 
who refused or neglected to wear the letters was subject to pun-
ishment that could include loss of relief, imprisonment, whip-
ping, or bound labor.21
Hannah Freeman was a recipient of unofficial community 
charity prior to her deposition in 1797. By that time she was no 
longer living in her own home but staying permanently with 
neighbors. Those who looked after Hannah Freeman did not 
seek reimbursement for their expenses through any official chan-
nels. Until 1797 they were willing to keep Hannah’s support 
off the record. It is hard to imagine that her neighbors wanted 
or expected Hannah to wear the red or blue letter P. It is even 
more implausible to imagine that Hannah would have agreed 
to do so. Hannah had been a self-sufficient woman all of her 
life. Her need for local charity was directly related to her de-
clining health and advancing age. She does not appear on any 
official records as a pauper prior to her examination in 1797. 
By all accounts, Hannah’s Quaker neighbors cared for her as 
they would an elderly family member or a member of their 
religious community. They were guided by their community’s 
moral principles, and the informal charitable support they of-
fered Hannah is not surprising. But in 1797 Hannah’s appear-
ance before Moses Marshall at the Chester County courthouse 
marked an abrupt change in her status. Her testimony ultimate-
ly gave him the legal authority to commit Hannah to the Ches-
ter County poorhouse.22
In March 1798 thirty-four Quaker men gathered together at 
the home of Hannah’s good friend and neighbor Richard Bar-
nard to enter into a formal contract in which they agreed to 
provide “more permanent” care for Hannah Freeman. In less 
than a year after the “examination” Hannah’s care within her 
community had shifted from an informal neighborly under-
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standing, not unlike one she might have enjoyed in a Lenape 
town, to a formal contracted agreement that required deposi-
tions, signatures, trustees, and a treasurer. Hannah may or may 
not have been aware of this shift, but those who knew her un-
derstood the significance of their obligations and the need to 
alter their relationship with the old Indian woman who lived 
down the road. The signatories gathered at Richard Barnard’s 
house acknowledged that “Indian Hannah” was ill and unable 
to care for herself “as was her usual custom” because she was 
“afflicted with rheumatism.” Barnard’s informal contract, titled 
“Kindness Extended,” paints a brief but detailed portrait of his 
neighbor, stating that her rheumatism prevented her from sup-
porting herself because she could no longer travel from place to 
place on horseback to earn her living, as she was “accustomed 
to.” Barnard provided a rare glimpse of an independent woman 
who never abandoned her Lenape way of life but instead con-
tinued to live “in a manner suited to her way of living.” From 
his perspective, Hannah’s way of life was evidence of her fail-
ure to assimilate into the dominant English way of living. The 
thirty-four Quaker men who read and affirmed the contract 
would never have considered that perhaps it was Hannah who, 
quietly and consistently, had compelled her neighbors to adapt 
to her, accepting her Lenape way of life and her persistent oc-
cupation of the ancient homelands.23
It is significant that Barnard declares in the contract that 
Hannah Freeman is an “ancient woman of the Delaware tribe” 
and “the only person of that description left amongst us.” It is 
curious that Barnard and those assembled to formally acknowl-
edge their role as her benefactors declared Hannah the “last of 
her kind.” They knew she was not. At the end of the eighteenth 
century there were Indian people living throughout the Penn-
sylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware regions. Many were living 
their lives independent of formal tribal communities, which 
had relocated beyond the Appalachian Mountains. As late as 
1909 a local Chester County newspaper reported the death in 
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Newlin Township of Lydia Sharp, the “last of the Lenni Lenape 
tribe.”24 Descendants of the Lenapes and other Native commu-
nities still live throughout the region, such as the Nanticoke-Le-
nape community in New Jersey within fifty miles of West Ches-
ter. Considering this evidence, the declaration that Hannah 
Freeman “was the only person of that description left amongst 
us” takes on new meaning. Subsequent generations of Pennsyl-
vanians declared Hannah Freeman “the last of her kind,” tell-
ing and retelling the story as proof that the Quakers in Penn-
sylvania continued to fulfill William Penn’s benevolent Indian 
policy. Within a generation after her death “Indian Hannah” 
became a local legend, an artifact offered as evidence of the 
“peaceable kingdom.”
If we put aside the impact of this declaration on later gener-
ations of Pennsylvanians and return to what Barnard and his 
fellow signers intended by this document, it becomes clear that 
caring for Hannah Freeman in her final years was important to 
her neighbors. The contract provides an organizational struc-
ture that imitates the county’s official provisions for the poor. 
Hannah’s neighbors appointed two trustees to oversee the “dis-
posal” of the collected resources and provide “full accounts of 
what they have received.” The trustees were to be appointed every 
year, and the treasurer could not pay out any funds without the 
trustees’ written consent. The resources were to be provided ei-
ther by those who subscribed “to keep her” by offering Hannah 
room and board for specific lengths of time or those who signed 
on to “pay money.” Twenty-one subscribed to “pay money” an-
nually for Hannah’s support and the remainder offered room 
and board. Many names on that list appear and reappear in re-
lationship to Hannah: Barnard, Marshall, Harlan, Hayes, and 
Pierce, the family names of her closest neighbors and lifelong 
friends. The contract also provides funds to be used for burial 
expenses at the time of her death, stipulating that any remain-
ing funds will be returned to those in “proportion to what they 
have advanced” for her yearly care. So the question remains: 
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Why were Hannah Freeman’s neighbors compelled to create a 
formal, albeit private, contractual arrangement for her relief? 
Why did they substitute their previous informal care with this 
bureaucratically inspired legal contract?
One cannot read the contract without getting a sense of their 
genuine compassion and the obligation they felt to “provide” 
for Hannah Freeman, but this does not explain why they de-
clared that compassion in such precise monetary terms. When 
this document is considered along with the “Examination of 
Hannah Freeman” composed the previous summer, it suggests 
that those involved needed to have their relationship with Han-
nah Freeman officially documented, even though the “Kind-
ness Extended” was never publicly exhibited or used. While the 
“Examination of Hannah Freeman” served to determine which 
township was liable for her support under the county’s poor tax 
laws, the “Kindness Extended” remained a private document 
preserved in the Barnard family Bible for generations. Howev-
er, considering other changes taking place in Chester Coun-
ty relative to the care for the poor will shed light on her neigh-
bors’ motivations.
A few short months after Hannah’s deposition at the court-
house in the summer of 1797 and before the private gathering 
at Richard Barnard’s in the spring of 1798, Chester County was 
actively taking steps to provide for the needs of the burgeoning 
poor by moving away from outrelief to the institutionalization 
of the poor. Before the American Revolution, the combination 
of private charity and local outrelief was an adequate solution 
to the problem. But increased immigration and the new mo-
bility of the laboring poor left many townships and local char-
ities hard pressed to provide for those in need, and the escala-
tion in the number of disputes between overseers of the poor 
reflect these changes. The primary objective of new poor laws 
was to prevent nonresident indigents from gaining legal access 
to local relief. Moses Marshall, as justice of the peace for Chester 
County, witnessed the rising number of disputes and understood 
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that local demands were outpacing official resources. Previous 
recipients of the taxpayers’ benevolence were the widowed, or-
phaned, elderly, and disabled. The majority were women. Han-
nah’s circumstances were not unusual in an eighteenth-century 
agrarian-based economy, and local residents provided those in 
need with room and board in exchange for work, with the un-
derstanding that they could turn to the county coffers to offset 
any expenses related to their charity. The new paupers were dif-
ferent, including able-bodied men and women who were either 
unemployed or earning an income inadequate to support their 
families. They moved from township to township, seeking work 
and relief, and increasing tax revenues to support this cost was 
an unwelcome solution for county taxpayers.25
In February 1798 the Chester County General Assembly passed 
an act to provide funds for the building and maintenance of a 
county poorhouse. Moses Marshall was one of nine men elected 
as initial poorhouse commissioners, instructed to plan the con-
struction of the poorhouse and project the budget. (Six poor-
house directors were to be elected every two years to take on the 
2. Chester County Alms House, Newlin. (Photograph by J. Max Mueller.  
Courtesy of the Chester County Historical Society, West Chester,  
Pennsylvania)
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permanent duties of administering the poorhouse; John Mar-
shall, Moses’s son, was elected to that office in 1800, the year the 
poorhouse opened its doors.) The directors’ first priority was to 
purchase land. Just several months after Hannah’s thirty-four 
benefactors met at Richard Barnard’s home to sign the “Kind-
ness Extended,” Stephen Harlan, one of them, invited the poor-
house directors to view his property, and they swiftly agreed to 
purchase a portion of the Harlan farm. Harlan’s property, like 
Moses Marshall’s, had belonged to the Brandywine Lenape and 
was one of the parcels sold by Nathaniel Newlin earlier in the 
century. Deborah and Stephen Harlan were more than local 
landowners; they were Hannah’s neighbors and friends. The 
land offered by the Harlans for the Chester County poorhouse 
was land that Hannah Freeman had a legal claim to. There is 
no suggestion that Hannah’s historical claim was remembered 
or considered in this transaction, but it is hard to imagine that 
the irony of the situation completely escaped all of the partic-
ipants that day. Stephen Harlan could not sell unencumbered 
land. Did Hannah’s failing health and newly emerging status as 
a county pauper signal that she no longer had any legal claim to 
those lands? It may even explain why her benefactors insisted 
on declaring Hannah Freeman the “the only person of that de-
scription [Lenape] left amongst us.” It fulfilled William Penn’s 
original treaty stipulation that the lands belonged to her peo-
ple until the last one had abandoned them.26
The land sale did not go completely uncontested. Curiously, 
Deborah Harlan, Stephen’s wife, is on record as initially refusing 
to agree to this sale. Her refusal is unexplained, but it was four 
months before Deborah Harlan agreed to the sale of the prop-
erty, in March of 1799, when she accepted a “present of thirty 
dollars” for her signature. Why did Deborah Harlan resist sign-
ing the sale? We can be certain that she was not attempting to 
increase the price of the property, because the purchase price 
is unchanged except for her “gift.” Did she object because she 
understood the history of the property and knew that her fam-
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ily did not have the right to sell what was not legally theirs? Was 
she expressing an allegiance or loyalty to Hannah Freeman, a 
friend who sat by the Harlans’ fire many nights, tended their 
children, worked on their farm? Or was she merely resisting the 
relocation of hundreds of indigent inmates to her own neigh-
borhood? While Deborah Harlan’s motivations are uncertain, 
we do know that she succeeded in delaying the construction of 
the poorhouse during that period.27
Despite Deborah Harlan’s brief obstruction, the construction 
of the poorhouse began in earnest in March of 1799 and was 
completed to everyone’s satisfaction by November 1800. The 
Chester County poorhouse was built according to specifications 
obtained by the directors during their visit to the neighboring 
New Castle in Wilmington, Delaware. The institutions shared 
an external and internal esthetic. Outward projections of the 
residents’ Christian morality, the poorhouses represented the 
good intentions of the citizens in regard to their responsibili-
ties for their unfortunate neighbors. Poorhouses were meant 
to be a temporary solution. They were working farms, and all 
inmates who were able were expected to be part of the work-
force. The building was a two-story, brick-faced structure with 
a colonnaded front veranda that outwardly exhibited both the 
efficiency and frugality of the Quaker taxpayers whose exten-
sive properties surrounded the almshouse. While the exteri-
or of the poorhouse fit easily into the prosperous landscape of 
well-tended working farms, the interior reflected something 
quite different.28
Chester County poorhouse was designed to hold up to two 
hundred inmates. The first floor opened into an interior de-
signed as a dormitory and provided space for administration, the 
kitchen, and common eating areas, but the second floor erased 
any association with the ambience or warmth of local farmhous-
es. The second floor was organized as a dormitory, a series of 
plain sleeping rooms for multiple occupants. The rooms were 
sparsely furnished with beds and an occasional chair. Inmates 
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were seldom allowed to bring personal items to the poorhous-
es, if they had any. The time spent as an inmate was meant to 
teach a lesson about the gravity of their condition. Hard work, 
not comfort, was understood as the solution. Caretakers pro-
vided a minimal diet, and the inmates’ daily existence revolved 
around mealtimes and tasks assigned by the caretakers. 
From the orderly collection of poor tax to the construction 
of an efficient poorhouse, Chester County’s leaders and resi-
dents were proud of their modern and humanitarian response 
to the growing demands of the county’s poorer citizens. Mo-
ses Marshall, Stephen Harlan, Richard Barnard, and all of the 
benefactors who signed the “Kindness Extended” in 1798 fa-
cilitated the creation of the poorhouse on Hannah’s ancestral 
homelands. Moses Marshall’s questions about her life, Rich-
ard Barnard’s declaration that Hannah Freeman was the “last 
of her kind,” and the commitment of her neighbors to provide 
for her in her final years were all public, formal acts that sealed 
Hannah Freeman’s fate.
On November 12, 1800, Hannah Freeman sat next to the 
large open hearth, a favorite place in her neighbor’s home. On 
this chilly morning in November the fire must have been espe-
cially comforting for her stiff arthritic joints. Perhaps she sat at 
the fire talking to the children or doing some task for the fam-
ily. Perhaps she was preparing to say good-bye, knowing that in 
a short time another neighbor would arrive to deliver her to a 
new destination. The routine move from one neighbor to anoth-
er was an all too familiar experience for Hannah by this time. 
Over the last year she had spent most of her time with Richard 
Barnard’s family but had also stayed for fairly long periods with 
the Marshalls and Harlans. But this day her destination was to 
be different. On this day Caleb Marshall and Joshua Buffing-
ton, acting as Newlin County’s overseers of the poor, arrived to 
deliver Hannah Freeman to the Chester County poorhouse a 
few short miles away. We cannot know whether Hannah was pre-
pared for this change or if she understood where she was going, 
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but we can imagine that the change in her care was harsh and 
abrupt. On November 12, 1800, five of the six commissioners 
of the poor received inmates from nineteen townships, includ-
ing Newlin. Hannah Freeman is one of the first inmates record-
ed in the admissions book. Over two days the directors received 
ninety-four inmates from most of the county’s townships. Be-
fore leaving the poorhouse to the care of its supervisor, one fi-
nal act required the immediate attention of the commission-
ers. On November 13 the directors decided on a fixed location 
for a graveyard. Of the ninety-four inmates, seven were elderly. 
The directors were a practical group of administrators. They 
believed Hannah would never leave the poorhouse.29
It is hard to imagine what Hannah Freeman was thinking or 
feeling that day as she was escorted to one of the second-floor 
dormitory rooms. Was Hannah treated like the other inmates, 
or did her neighbors and friends provide for some exceptions 
or concessions for her care? Was she allowed to bring personal 
things that were important to her—ceremonial objects, family 
heirlooms, items she held close as reminders of her people, her 
family? Later residents of Chester County occasionally made 
public declarations about having something that used to be-
long to the “last of the Lenape”: silver spoons, baskets, bead-
work. We can speculate that those who signed the “Kindness 
Extended” took charge of Hannah’s material possessions, dis-
posing of them as they saw fit. Perhaps the few possessions they 
believed held any value were sold or claimed by those who had 
contributed to her care. Possibly her cabin was dismantled or 
abandoned to the elements and her furniture, dishes, tools, 
and animals were divided among her benefactors as well. We 
can be certain that when Hannah Freeman walked across the 
front veranda of the poorhouse and climbed the stairs to her 
new “home,” little of her former life came with her except her 
memories and her identity as a Lenape woman. Her recollec-
tions and family history, her prayers and songs cannot be un-
dervalued. They sustained her through a lifetime of living Le-
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nape in a colonial world. We can only imagine what Hannah 
thought as she looked out from her room and gazed across her 
homelands. Perhaps she found peace in remembering the well-
tended gardens of her mothers and grandmothers, or the riv-
er running thick with shad. Just maybe Hannah Freeman un-
derstood something that her neighbors never did: the Lenapes 
are still here. They never went away.
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